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Reprint of 1932 Edition. Exact facsimile of the original edition, not reproduced with Optical
Recognition Software. Color reproduction of Frontispiece. George Washington Carey (1845-1924)
was an American physician known for a number of 1910s Chemistry of Life publications, a subject
which he referred to as biochemistry, particularly his 1919 The Chemistry of Human Life. Carey
combined a mixture of religion, astrology, physiology, anatomy, and chemistry, themed
particularly with a mineral-based theory of human disease, to develop his theories. Carey is popular
among the new-age and homeopathic circles. In the context of a person viewed as a human
molecule, Carey was the first to state that a persons body is a chemical formula in operation. This
title is divided into two parts. Part 1 is entitled the Relation of the Mineral Salts of the Body to the
Signs of the Zodiac, while Part 2 is an Esoteric Analysis and Synthesis of the Zodiacal Signs and
their Physiochemical Allocations. With the renewed interest in homeopathy, increased study of
astrology and the entrance of the Aquarian Age, this book has gained more importance. It is an
attempt to answer...
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A really awesome pdf with lucid and perfect information. It is loaded with wisdom and knowledge I am just e ortlessly could get a satisfaction of reading a
composed book.
-- Cla udine Jer de-- Cla udine Jer de

It in one of my personal favorite publication. It is actually rally fascinating throgh reading through period of time. Its been printed in an extremely basic
way in fact it is just after i finished reading through this ebook by which basically transformed me, change the way in my opinion.
-- Da vid Weber-- Da vid Weber
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